
#250 - How I Make This Podcast

Hey there! You’re listening to The Lazy Genius Podcast! I’m Kendra Adachi, and I’m here to
help you be a genius about the things that matter and lazy about the things that don’t! Today is
our 250th episode, you guys! That’s a big deal! I mean, kind of, right? I love how we’ve
arbitrarily assigned years that are basically in increments of tens, 25s, and hundreds as super
important, but I’ll take it! 250 is an amazing number and a lot of episodes, and I’m just so happy
that all of you are here for it. In this 250th episode, I’m going to tell you how I make this podcast.
I asked y’all on Instagram what you wanted to know about the behind-the-scenes stuff of the
Lazy Genius space, and a lot of it was podcast related. I’ll answer most of what you asked in
today’s episode. Later in the spring, we’ll do a broader business episode in case that interests
you, too.

The irony of this episode at this time is that I record the podcast in my home office in a
converted garage, and across the street from my house, my neighbor is actually building a
garage. And it is loud. I have covered my space in as many soft things as possible, but you are
going to hear the occasional hammering. There’s just no getting around it. Again, irony that
excess sounds on a podcast are happening on the episode about how to make a podcast.

So before I get into the specifics of the podcast, let me tell you about the three women on the
Lazy Genius team and what they each do because that is a huge piece of the
behind-the-scenes.

Leah Jarvis has been with me since March of 2018, so we’re coming up on four years working
together. She started out doing a few administrative tasks like answering emails and scheduling
stuff and helping me with the machinery of newsletters and the website… stuff like that. Well, it
didn’t take long working with Leah before I realized how good she was at creating content, at
helping me come up with ideas and finessing rough ideas I did have into something more
polished and clear. She is also great at design which I kind of lucked into, so she did some of
that too. Leah basically did everything I didn’t want to do for years. She already had a full time
job, so her work for me was on the side. But then a couple of years ago she decided to quit that
job and work freelance full time, a decent percentage of that being for me. So that was amazing
and also kind of wild because I’m like “oh man this chick just quit her job to work for me this
business thing better pan out.” So for awhile, Leah did everything because Leah is good at
everything. But as we well know, if you try and do everything, you will kind of end up doing
nothing and at the very least you’ll sacrifice what matters most for trying to do it all.

As a new business owner, I fell into this with Leah. I failed her, you guys, I failed her. I basically
asked her to make everything matter because she was the only one to do it. We were surviving,
but I was not a good boss in seeing what was happening. After several conversations, we
realized that what matters most to her about her job and what she’s best at is creativity, and yet
she was in the weeds managing email and schedules and noncreative details because there
were and are a lot of those in this business. We launched The Lazy Genius Way together back
in August of 2020, a time chock full of creativity and details, and it about killed us. We let a lot of



things go, and it still about killed us. There was just too much to do, and the things that we both
were excited to do - the creative things - just didn’t have enough margin to get done, especially
for Leah.

So last summer, we were like “dude, we gotta hire somebody.” As Leah and I talked through all
the things that have to be done and addressed and dreamed up in this weird internet work that
we do, we quickly realized we needed to hire two people, not just one. We needed a community
manager which we knew, but we also needed an operations manager. As we distilled all the
work into job descriptions, there was an extra job description for an operations manager. We
needed someone to take away all of the administrative machinery analytical systematic jobs
from Leah so that she could focus on just creative stuff.

So last summer, we started the hiring process, interviewed some incredible people, some of
whom might be listening now, and honestly it was astounding at how competent and amazing
this Lazy Genius community is… because, listen y’all, I didn’t post the jobs anywhere but here.
It was just to our email list and maybe a quick link on Instagram. We had hundreds of
applicants, truly amazing ones. And as we went through the applications and did interviews and
all the things, it became pretty clear to me that this community is amazing and that the next
members of this Lazy Genius team needed to be Leslie Fox and Letoya Monteith. And
fortunately, they were game.

Leslie is the operations manager of this business, and she is a wizard. She has degrees in like
aeronautics or space engineering or something I very much don’t understand. She loves
spreadsheets and planning and systems and money and it’s fantastic. She’s also a truly lovely
human who knows how to get stuff done while preserving and honoring the humanity in the
people doing the work. She’s saved our butts. Leah and I both started calling her Queen Leslie
within the first week because we were bowing at how much space she gave us to do our jobs.
She’s the best.

Letoya is our community manager and it’s kind of annoying how good she is at knowing how to
respond to people, how to know what people need, how to create environments where people
feel seen and connected. It’s amazing. She is currently doing r&d for a membership community
that we are pursuing possibly by the end of 2022, she handles Facebook and a lot of our emails,
and she basically does all of the forward facing human things because she’s so incredibly good
at it. She’s also an event planner in her day job which I did not know when we hired her, so
that’s been amazing as we’ve been putting together book launch stuff.

So what do I do? I cast vision, create content, connect with you, and develop relationships with
other people who work in this weird Internet world. Leah makes every idea I have prettier and
better. Letoya cares for the people who engage in the content that comes from those ideas. And
Leslie makes sure nothing falls apart. It’s just a privilege to work with them, we have a
tremendous chemistry and work so well together, and it’s changed this business for sure. It’s
been amazing.



Another thing that’s amazing that I want to share with you is that part about developing
relationships. Working on the Internet is a weird job. It’s become more normalized for sure, but it
still has some very strange challenges and characteristics that are, as annoying as it sounds,
hard to understand unless you’re actually experiencing them. I think that’s why you see a lot of
podcasters and authors and influencers become friends. It’s like meeting someone who gets it. I
hesitate to even talk about this part because it can very quickly sound exclusive which I hate,
but it’s like going to a party and meeting someone who loves Throne of Glass as much as you or
who has a kid with the same temperament as yours or who is the only woman in her office just
like you, and you have something that immediately connects you. The same is true with work on
the Internet. It’s a relief to connect with someone who understands what you’re going through.

One of the people that I have connected with over the last couple of years is Sarah Gibson
Tuttle, or SGT, who is the founder of Olive and June, the nail polish brand that turned me from a
person who didn’t care about nails to a person who does a mani every single Sunday. It’s a wild
turn, y’all. Anyway, SGT and I have organically become friends over the last two years, and I
genuinely love her. We talk about hard life stuff, she sends me pictures of her nightlife LA outfits,
and I always tell her I’m in sweatpants. We are very much an odd couple. But she cares about
people and specifically the people who love her brand, Olive and June, which is why I love
supporting her.

But one of the crazy extras that can come from developing friendships with people on the
Internet is stuff like the Lazy Genius Olive and June collab that released just a few days ago.
You guys, it’s the stupidest thing because I am not the person in high school that people would
have pegged to have her own nail polish color, but here we are! There are three new Lazy
Genius colors, you guys. THREE. There’s TLG which is my favorite neutral purple of all time,
Start Small, a rosy tan that is a great place to start for anyone new to nail polish, and You’re
Doing Great, an orangey red that is a pep talk in a bottle. These colors are my three favorite
colors that Olive and June has ever made - truly, and the fact that they’re technically Lazy
Genius colors is just ridiculous.

There’s also a quiz that we developed together that helps you pick your six best colors when
you get a mani system. We basically created a system for choosing nail polish colors, and it’s
magical. Anyway, I’m telling you because I want you to know that there is a TLG color and a
quiz and so many fun things, but also that’s one of those strange behind the scenes things that
can happen in this business. You make friends with a founder and wear your own name on your
nails. It’s a weird life, y’all.

So, now that you’ve met the team and I’ve told you about the Lazy Genius Olive and June
collection, let’s talk about how I make the podcast.

We’ll be right back…

Every quarter, Leah and I have a podcast planning meeting. We block off an hour or two, and
we plan episodes for three months at a time. We have some episodes that we like to repeat



because y’all seem to like them a lot, like the What’s Saving My Life episodes for example. We
also look at the dates of the episodes and think about what you all might be struggling with at
the time. What kinds of topics would be helpful at the beginning of May or the end of
November? What might you need reprieve from or help with at a certain time of year? Over the
life of this podcast, so many of you have said “Kendra, you’re in my head!” And we legitimately
plan that way. We try and get into your head and think about what episode would be super
helpful during a certain time.

How Leah and I plan the podcast is kind of like making a monthly meal plan. We don’t plan
chronologically. We plug in the obvious things first. What are we going to do the week of
Christmas? What are we going to do the first week of the year? What are we going to do the
week The Lazy Genius Kitchen releases? And then we take those Brainless Crowdpleaser
episodes like What’s Saving My Life and put them in appropriate places. Then we kind of have a
content version of a meal matrix. We have certain categories we want to cover regularly, so we
look to see how long it’s been since we’ve done a food episode or a time management episode
or an organizational episode. We’ll also pull from what’s kind of like our dinner queue which is a
list of ideas we get throughout the year from our own brains, from your emails and suggestions,
and from what Letoya senses from you all as she hangs out in the online communities. We pull
from that list to fill in the gaps. And then we step back and go “is this a good mix? Is this a good
order?” Sometimes we’ll notice that we have a five week run of kind of heavier episodes, so we
insert something lighter. We tinker until we feel good about it, and then we’re set.

But just like a meal plan, none of it is set in stone. Leah and I meet once a week for a content
call, and usually at the end of the month, we confirm that the next month’s episodes are still a
good plan. Maybe we sense that something else needs to happen instead, maybe something is
happening culturally that the planned episode feels insensitive toward, maybe your books are
on the bottom of the ocean and you need to do an episode about what you’re doing about the
boat situation! That was last week. So we’re never locked into our quarterly plan, but we don’t
usually change much. For the most part, what comes out of the quarterly planning meeting
stays.

Then each episode goes through a four part process: break it, write it, record it, get it ready.
Breaking an episode is basically figuring out what it’s about and loosely outlining the order and
what to include. We could come up with the idea “How to organize your paper” which is a real
episode, and I know I can Lazy Genius it. But knowing an episode title is very different from
knowing the episode. I have to work out how to explain, not just how I might organize paper but
how you can too based on what matters to you. Breaking an episode is a discovery process.
There’s a lot I could say about any topic, but what actually matters most in this? How can I
communicate it clearly? What’s the right order to explain it? Depending on the topic, that can
take anywhere from 20 minutes to 2 hours per episode.

Next up is writing the episode. Here is where I will put a very popular question. “Are the
episodes spoken off the cuff, spoken loosely from an outline, or written out?” Friends, they are
written out. Every word I’m saying is written out. Here are the two very important reasons why:



number one, I am a verbal processor, and you don’t want me to just riff for twenty minutes. We
will not land in a coherent place if I do. Earlier episodes were riffed, and while they were good,
they took a lot of editing and rerecording. Which leads me to the second reason why I write my
episodes: I hate editing. I hate it. And I do it myself. Sure, I could hire it out, but by writing a
script, I don’t have to. I just read the episode. But here’s a very important element to this writing
process.

I write the episode as I talk out loud. After the episode is broken and I know where I’m going, I
open my laptop, create my new Google doc, and talk out loud as I type. I speak casually as
though I was riffing on mic or maybe talking to you on an Instagram story, and I type as I speak.
And I do that from the beginning of the episode to the end. I’ll step away for an hour or a couple
of days, and then I’ll read back over it and make sure I didn’t take too many rabbit trails or that
everything I said was clear, I make a few edits here and there, but ultimately what you’re
hearing week to week, while written and read word for word is about as close to my
spontaneously talking as you can get. The script is just my insurance policy against having to
spend a lot of time editing, again an activity I very much do not like. So yes, the episodes are
scripted.

How long does it take me to write an episode? About 1-3 hours. I talk and type, but I will also
pause and make sure I’m following the outline or maybe change the outline completely because
I’m realizing a different order would be better now that I’m talking it out. So yeah I pretty much
talk to myself for a couple of hours to make these episodes.

The next step is to record it. Because the whole thing is written, recording takes about as long
as it takes you to listen. Sometimes I’ll cough or stumble or read a typo and need to go back,
but I’ll just stop the recording, back up to where I was, and then keep going. That part is
relatively easy. And since I use the same Garageband project to record literally every episode,
the settings never change. The theme music is always in there, the audio is set, and I have a
finished episode pretty quickly. Then I upload the file to our Internet machine where Leah takes
it and completes that fourth step of getting it ready. She uploads it to our network server, inserts
the ad markers, creates the show notes with all the links and stuff, creates an episode post on
the website, and then schedules it to publish on whatever Monday it’s set for.

So that’s about 20 to 120 minutes to break an episode, 1-3 hours to write an episode, 30-40
minutes to record and upload, and another 20 minutes to record and upload the ads for the
week which I didn’t yet mention, so for my personal time, that shakes out to about 2-6 hours per
episode. I’d say the median - is it median or mean? - whatever the middle number is probably
holds true. Each episode probably takes about four hours from start to finish.

Now not every episode goes through this process in a straight four hours. That rarely happens
actually. I will usually break a couple of episodes at a time, write a script or two at a time, and
then record everything that’s ready all at once. Or at the very least, I’ll spread the episode work
across a whole day or two. It’s hard to generate a good episode from beginning to end in one
fell swoop. Usually they need some time to breathe.



One final podcast question: “how far ahead do you record episodes?” It depends on the season.
Typically, we’re recording week to week and are maybe a week ahead. Some seasons are too
busy to record ahead of time, or are in a very easy rhythm where it’s not stressful to record
week to week. But that season is about to shift for me. I have some upcoming book stuff where
I’ll be traveling or doing extra projects, and I’m going to need to get ahead a little bit. I won’t
have room to generate a new episode week to week. That means that this week, including this
episode, I’ll generate three episodes at once. You’ll listen to this episode on February 21st, but
I’m recording it today on February 10th. So I’m a week ahead of schedule. But I’ll record next
week’s episode for February 28th today, too. I need to start batching more than usual because
my schedule is more unwieldy than usual over the next few months. So I’ll batch. I’ll break a few
episodes at once, write a few at once, record a few at once. I get more done when I batch
because those three tasks require different kinds of creativity and energy, so doing one kind at
once is quicker than finishing one episode from start to finish and then another episode from
start and finish and so on and so on.

I really love making this podcast, and I hope I get to do it for a long time. We haven’t run out of
ideas yet because life is so full of so many intricacies and stages. I mean, in 2020, we threw out
a lot of our existing plan when the pandemic hit because we were literally pivoting based on
what we were all experiencing. That’s why we have episodes like “how to clean your house
when everyone is inside it” and “how to plan your time when time makes no sense.” We
continue to pay attention to what you need, what’s going on in the world, and how we can serve
you better and better. Because that’s the whole point of this work. I want to make your life better
by showing you new ways to do stuff, see stuff, think about stuff. If this podcast wasn’t genuinely
helpful to you, I’d stop doing it. I’d go get a job at Williams Sonoma selling cookware to people.
But as long as this is helpful to you and as long as I have the energy and calling to do it, we’ll
keep making this podcast! I’m so glad you listen.

And that’s a great place to stop. Thank you genuinely for listening to these 250 episodes, no
matter if this is your first or you’ve heard all 250. It means the world to me. As a reminder, I have
a newsletter called The Latest Lazy Letter that has thousands of readers who say it’s their
favorite newsletter they get which is such an honor. If you do not already subscribe, the latest
lazy letter will go out next week, and we do a giveaway for new subscribers every month! I’d
love for you to check it out this month and see what you think. Also don’t forget to check out the
Lazy Genius collection with Olive and June if you haven’t already! These colors are magic, the
mani system is fantastic, and I am so excited about this quiz that helps you pick your six colors!
We’re Lazy Geniusing nails, you guys! Okay, thank you again for listening, for subscribing to this
podcast, to the newsletter, and for cheering me and this space on in so many beautiful ways.
Until next time, be a genius about the things that matter and lazy about the things that don’t. I’m
Kendra, and I’ll see you next week!


